
Aible brings the power of AI 
to Boomi - instantly enabling 
your teams with existing skills 
and resources to go from raw 
data to AI powered recom-
mendations within the applica-
tions they use every day. The 
combined Aible-Boomi solu-
tion elevates all your existing 
applications with AI and em-
powers your teams to achieve 
business objectives to deliver 
measurable ROI - all within one 
month.

AI That Means Business 
Data to AI In Hours. ROI in a month.

+

A New Approach to AI 
Aible is the pioneer in ROI-optimized AI that delivers business impact 
by systematically understanding your organization’s business con-
straints and goals. Boomi extends the reach of the Aible platform to 
1500+ technologies and applications by integrating disparate data 
sources, cataloging and preparing data, enforcing data governance 
policies, and automating workflows across applications. Together, 
the joint solution creates integrated AI experiences and future-proofs 

your business technology with a flexible and open solution.  

From AI to ROI – Quickly
Aible and Boomi are designed to help business teams quickly identify 
opportunities and deliver impact. From manufacturing and govern-
ment to sales and finance, the AIble-Boomi joint solution enables 
you to embed AI into existing applications and reap the measurable 
benefits. Here are just a handful of success stories:



Make AI a Team Sport
Together, Boomi and Aible  ensure measurable 
results by making it easy for business teams, IT, 
and data science teams to collaborate with the 
fastest speed to value. The joint solution auto-
mates the end-to-end AI workflow and delivers  
flexible collaboration that is not constrained by 
skills gaps, time-consuming handoffs, changing 
business conditions, or other bottlenecks.

AI That Means Business

Currently Use Boomi? 

Optimize Every Outcome
Aible optimizes every decision and action with 
AI that offers unmatched flexibility. Unlike tra-
ditional AI that trains a single model and limits 
you with rigid recommendations, Aible trains a 
frontier of models that provides a new level of 
flexibility and enables you to quickly respond to 
changing business conditions. Aible and Boomi 
enable you to leverage powerful AI directly with-
in the applications that matter to you. 

Supercharge your Boomi investment with AI that delivers ROI – quickly.  
Learn more about how the Aible-Boomi solution can help.

See the platform in action. 
Request a demo at: aible.com/demo

Visit: http://learn.aible.com/dellboomi

Solves Real Business Problems with AI

http://learn.aible.com/dellboomi
www.aible.com/demo



